



Action logs in the classroom
－ The who’s, how’s and why’s of using action logs. －
Paul Doré
I found that low level classes and classes that might be classed as lacking motivation or presenting the
teacher with discipline issues, lacked general vocabulary to write expansively.  There was also a challenge
to get ALs turned in even when the students were from the advanced speaking class and attended class
regularly.  My estimate of the submission rate would be 60%.  In hindsight I wonder, if I allowed this class
to write and submit their ALs inside class time, as opposed to outside of class, would the full complement of
student comments compensate the sacrifice of class time?
In order to get students to concentrate more closely on class activities, the English target was set before
each activity rather than just at the beginning of the class.  This seemed to help lower level students or
students that lacked motivation or were distracted easily.
Another main issue for teachers with ALs is time.  The making of one NL might only take 30 minutes.
But multiply this by the 5 classes a teacher has and the math speaks for itself.  Add to this equation that you
are a part-time teacher and you have only a limited amount of time you can allocate to each work place and
then the likelihood of including ALs into your classes is further reduced.  Attempting some resolution of
this problem, I would like to propose the idea of teachers who are sharing classes to also share implementing
ALs, therefore cutting the workload in half, but doubling the effective feedback.
Evaluating AL comments for indications that the student might be experiencing stages of C.C.A. is also
an exercise that requires practice.  Collaborating with other teachers using ALs in their classes would be a
great way to do this.  In addition, working with other teachers would also make it easier to experiment with
customized applications of ALs to see if affective factors between language levels, student motivation, or
even cultures and ALs existed.
I hope this article has been informative to those who are first reading about action logs and to those who
are already using or intending on using action logs, I would like to invite discussion, constructive criticism
and notices of interest in collaboration on action log projects.
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Ⅰ　Introduction
　This article supports the approach of activating
students metacognitive awareness, through the use of
Action logs, (ALs) and associated tools and classroom
practices.  In this article, I will talk about using ALs
in the foreign language classroom.  Using ALs,
essentially guided reflection or brief comments by
students in some structured and frequent format, is
one method of activating students’ metacognitive
awareness and engaging them more fully in their own
learning.  I will give an overview of the use of ALs
and the theory behind them.  Then I will explain the
way I have utilized them in my classes.  I will list
problems I experienced, small adaptations I made to
the process of employing ALs, and questions for
further consideration regarding the employment of
ALs in the second language classroom to suit different
class levels and in particular to remain within the
boundaries of teachers’ workloads as a practical tool.
　After a brief background of the theory behind the
role of action logs’ in the classroom, benefits for both
teachers and students’ from using ALs are listed and
examples of students comments reflecting their
metacognitive and social development are given.
　To start with, ALs are a tool that teachers can utilize
to:
（1）facilitate open constructive channels of
communication within a class,
（2）show learners how to take a more autonomous
and meta-cognitive approach to their study,
（3）consolidate lesson content retention through
review,
（4）get regular feedback about lessons.
　The concept of ALs has been in use in some form
or another for quite some time, as Roby (1999) informs
us.  Teachers in Japanese high schools have
traditionally used dairies called, ‘Seikatsu Dayori’ as
a way to access students’ opinions.  Whereas, Roby
cites, ‘Fukuzawa’s (1996) statement that teachers
checked the ‘Dayori’ to “gain a glance” and use the
information to make study suggestions, in the second
language classroom, it’s the students that use the
information to make their own ‘autonomous
introspective study suggestions’.
Ⅱ　An overview to the application of ALs
　I have used ALs in conjunction with exercises that
practiced ‘Shadowing’ and ‘Summarizing’, and
making short audio recordings.  These methods focus
on improving students’ conversation skills,
confidence, building upon their vocabulary base and
providing opportunity for repeating familiar
conversation content with multiple partners.  Through
increased inter-student cyclical discussions of familiar
content, students experience more success.
Consequently, it is hoped that students find their own
preferred study methods and their own voices in
English, therefore increasing interest and subsequently
motivation.  While well worthwhile, a detailed
exposition of ‘Shadowing’, ‘Summarizing’, using
‘tools of recursion’, (i.e. “procedures that allow
language and topics to reoccur frequently within a
short time” Murphey. 2001, p. 132), are not allowed
by the limitations of this article.
Ⅲ　The theory behind ALs
　Paraphrasing Vygotsky, Wertsch (1991) explains
how ‘interaction and collaboration between
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individuals facilitates their awareness of the choices
they can make, and their autonomy within a group’.
In other words, the interpersonal relationships people
make as they get to know each other enable them to
openly and progressively share ideas and learn from
each other.  Murphey & Jacobs (2000) explication of
this base leads them to suggest their own theory of
‘Critical Collaborative Autonomy CCA.  C.C.A. can
be basically understood as a way for teachers to
conceptualize their students’ development.  They
qualify the seemingly contradictory combination of
the terms ‘collaborative’ and ‘autonomy’ by
explaining that ‘autonomy’s’ definition here is ‘being
able to take responsibility for one’s own learning and
development, rather than acting alone” (2000, p. 136).
　The term ‘Critical’ is referring to individuals
scrutinizing their own methods, techniques, and
approaches.  “The ‘critical’ component was suggested
since there is some danger in overly acquiescent and
sheepish collaboration as well as in overly self-
centered autonomy” (2000, p. 136).
　Murphey and Jacobs suggest five (5) “movements”
or stages of the students’ experience.  The first 3 stages,
which can occur together, are (1) socialization, (2)
dawning metacognition, (3) initiating choice.
The remaining two, (4) expanding autonomy and (5)
critical collaborative autonomy, usually occur at later
stages of development.  Underpinning these stages are
Vygotsky’s concepts of ‘the zone of proximal
development’ (ZPD), ‘intermentality’, social-
constructivism, and tools of mediation (see Vygotsky,
1962; Wertsch, 1991).
Ⅳ　The part of Newsletters
　The exchanging of ALs between students to read
each others comments is one way to foster interest
and discussion about study methods.  Another way is
to use newsletters.  Newsletters (NLs), contain
students’ comments that have been extracted from
their ALs, typed up and anonymously placed into a
NL by the teacher.  After reading the NL, students are
asked to include a comment in their next AL entry
about something they learnt or thought was interesting
in the NL.  From a teacher’s view, NLs help maintain
a momentum that keeps the classes and programme
in the metacognitive perspective for students.
Encouraging students to focus on the ‘why’s’ and
‘how’s’ of their study, thus preventing the derailment
of the metacognitive train of thought.
　Clear evidence of my students experiencing the first
3 stages of C.C.A, can be seen in the comments below.
Evidence of the remaining two stages, I believe, is
open to debate because the comments arguably do not
pertain specifically to observations the students made
of their own classes, but to English learning in general.
　All comments came from NLs given out to students
at either Tama or Dokkyo University.  To avoid
embarrassment through being singled out, comments
were anonymous.  The comments were made by
students enrolled in both beginner and advanced
classes.  The beginner classes were compulsory, while
the advanced speaking classes were elective.  General
grammatical and spelling mistakes have been
corrected for the NL.  The students are also given the
task of searching the NL to see if any of their
comments have been included.  If so, the students then
need to write the corrected comment from the NL into
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their AL.  In my classes, errors in the AL comments
that are not included in the NL are indicated so the
student can correct them for homework.
Ⅴ　Stage: Socialization
　Students must first get to know the other class
members and feel a sense of comfort to make
interaction easier. Comments in students’ ALs tell the
teacher how the students are acclimating themselves
to the class.
（1）Today is interesting because I spoke to many
people.
（2）Today’s class is very useful and I thought we
became more friendly.
（3）I felt that I could tell everyone my feelings.
（4）Today was interesting because I talked a long
time with friends.
（5）It was a fresh change to have new partners.
　Through their comments I learnt more about their
linguistic competence.  For example, students’
comments also revealed knowledge of vocabulary that
I was previously unaware of.
Ⅵ　Stage: Dawning metacognition
　Students step back and take a look at their
performances and consider how they could make
changes to study routines in order to make
improvements.
（1）Especially shadowing awoke me that my
speaking is far from good.
（2）Gradually I’m not ashamed to speak in English.
（3）I’m in the habit of using Japanese if I can’t say
what I want to say, and I think it is bad.
Tomorrow I will take part in the lesson without
Japanese.
（4）Today I found one of my problems. I can read
English books but I can’t explain about it in
English.
（5）I think today’s exercises were fun. (Shadowing
and Summarizing)  It will be beneficial for us,
if these kind of classes become a chance to
review and to learn how to use expressions that
we learned in daily classes.
（6）There is not only one answer. Other friend’s
thinking is very interesting.
（7）Recording my conversation on a tape is a very
good way to check my skill.  It recalls th e details
of speaking. I like it!!
Ⅶ　Stage: Initiating choice
　Initially, the choices students exercise might
commonly relate to classroom exercises, practice and
activities.  After years of attending English lessons in
a passive mode students need time to get used to other
options.  Teachers can help by structuring activities
so that students expand choices to include, different
partners, conversation topics and eventually include
test criteria, all the while encouraging student
autonomy in their English class.
（1）The crossword was interesting. I want to do
more like this.
（2）I want to do more listening practice.
　The last two stages are more evident after prolonged
use of ALs and NLs.  From two separate classes, I
could find only one comment that showed some
qualities of each stage.  Assumptions I make from this
are that more time is needed and / the application and
amount of student involvement was insufficient.  It is
also possible that students were experiencing these
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stages but it was not reflected in their ALs.  Having
said that I am inspired to consider adaptations of ALs
to evoke some expression of these stages as well as
considering other ways of finding evidence of the
stages as they are experienced by students.
Ⅷ　Stage: Expanding autonomy
　Murphey (2001) states that this stage is “greatly
facilitated by reflection on one’s own performance”
(p. 141).  In addition, expanding autonomy takes
“students beyond the classroom and can bridge the
classroom with the students’ outside lives” (p. 142).
The comment below I felt was an excellent example
of such a bridge.
（1）I talked with Tomo (student names are
pseudonyms) she has foreign friends in Japan
and she practices speaking English.  She said,
‘work-camps’ are good for getting foreign
friends.  I wanna try to join a ‘work-camp’ this
summer.
Ⅸ Stage: Critical collaborative autonomy
　Murphey (2001) does not identify ‘C.C.A.’ as a
‘continuous state of being’, that is developed, but
rather, suggests it is a temporary state which people
intermittently move in and out of during negotiations
with others.
　As far as this category is concerned, there was no
comment that acknowledged the necessary criteria.
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Ⅹ　An AL sample page
　Students are given this handout in the first class along with a note book to use as their action log.
 （ア）      Date:                                                                                       Today I feel
 （イ）        This lesson’s English usage target: ______%                            (Written at beginning of lesson)
                   The amount of English I actually used in the lesson: _____%  (Written at end of lesson)
 （ウ）        1. Today we;                                                                                            Interesting                     useful
A. practiced a self introduction in class 3 3
B. had a Language Lab class (LL) 4 4
C. read and discussed some famous quotes 3 1
D. learned new grammar 1 5
E. watched a video and talked about it 3 3
F. palyed a game outside 3 3
 （エ）                                                                                                                  Interesting scale             Useful scale
1= really boring 1= not at all
2= not very 2= not very
3= OK 3= maybe
4= fun 4= useful
5= great fun 5= very
 （オ）         2. Comments. (What I learned, enjoyed, didn’t learn and didn’t enjoy.)
◇ I didn’t learn much from the self introduction but it was fun to meet the other classmates.  I understood
the game outside, but I didn’t really enjoy it.
◇ I learnt some new words form the video. It was very good.
◇ Today you spoke very fast. Could you please slow down?
◇ I’m sure some of the quotes are interesting, but I couldn’t understand. So could you explain them more
next time please?
◇ I liked the LL because I had fun chatting with other people. I was a bit nervous but I got over it quickly.
I met a guy named Yoshihiro. He was really interesting to talk to.  He has been overseas to study and so
have I, so we talked about that mostly, all in English.
（ア）The date and today’s general feeling and/or mood are written at the top of the page.
（イ）The students own target for English use is written in.
（ウ）There are 2 main sections  to the AL page.  # 1, is a class rating section.  #2 is the comments section. A list
of today’s activities is written onto the board by the teacher. The students write it into their ALs and rate
each activity. (examples only given)
（エ）A scale is offered to the students for this.




　To make a prompt, positive start with the ALs is
the reason that I have started the practice of selecting
and purchasing the note books before the class.  It has
been my experience, so far, that students have been
happy to reimburse me the cost of the notebooks (100
yen max).  When giving the note books to each student,
I’ve found that turning it into a lucky dip game
distracted attention being drawn to sentiments like,
‘keeping a dairy for the entire year could be a tedious
chore’.  To explain, the note books I buy always
include a variety of ‘Hello Kitty’, ‘Doraemon’ and
just plain cover books.  In the class, there is usually a
good mixture of personality types.  The macho males
with the top 3 buttons undone; the disheveled guys
who drag their feet and their bags, the cute girls with
all the latest shades of make-up, just to stereotype a
few.  I put all the note books into a bag and take it
around to the students individually.  The students dip
their hand into the bag and pull out a book.  However
they cannot look inside the bag.  Hence it is an ‘Un/
Lucky dip’.  A macho guy taking a ‘Hello Kitty’ book
from the bag usually draws some laughs.  There has
only been one occasion in five classes where a student
asked to swap his book.  Of course, I allowed him to
and as there were no grumblings from other students
or negative reactions from the student who swapped
the book I still consider it a practice worth continuing.
　　A  review:
　The various goals of using ALs in the classroom,
are summarized below.
How action logs benefit students:
• Students feel valued because they see their comments
actually have a direct effect on their language
learning environment.
• Students can benefit by seeing what others are
thinking and feeling about the lessons, the teacher
and language learning environment.
• Each class, students stand to benefit from each others
language learning experience by reading and
commenting in their ALs on others’ strategies for
language learning.  The reading of  comments from
peers’ action logs promotes peer role modeling.
Students can see classmates attitudes towards their
second language learning and therefore may become
influenced by each other.
• Action logs awaken students’ meta-cognitive
awareness of their second language study procedures
and habits.
• Action logs reinforce class content by requiring
students to review the contents of the day’s class as
they comment on them in their Action logs.
• At the end of the year the students have a log of
events, lessons, goals achieved or missed, (‘plus’
reasons why), to review while undertaking further
study .
• Practically speaking, the action log also gives
students a regular book to make and keep  vocabulary
lists and all their handouts in.  This can save
resources and the time needed to go through the
interruptive process of re-supplying handouts to
students who have lost their copies.
　Teachers can benefit from Action logs through the
following:
• It is sometimes very difficult to accurately read the
reaction of students in class.  The feedback teachers
get in the action logs about their lessons, brings to
attention aspects, activities and ideas that they may
previously have been over or even underestimating.
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Activities that were set to shelved by the teacher,
might just be ones that the students are generally
enjoying and or feel they are learning from.
• The quality of individual interaction between teacher
and student is increased.  Students give feedback on
anything in the classes that they want to.  The
comments range from comments about activities to
observations of class atmosphere, but occasionally,
comments about classmates and even the teacher are
given.  The value of personal comments lies in the
insights they provide into the individual.  With such
communication, teachers can get a better
understanding of individuals’ classroom demeanour
and hopefully, build more meaningful rapports with
them.  These comments are especially valuable when
they come from students who might have previously
been seen by the teacher as being, ‘difficult students’.
• Real time feedback, that is to say, weekly as opposed
to end of semester questionnaires, enable the teacher
to take this week’s comments away and provide an
improved, or updated version of activities for the
next week’s lesson.  Students thereby see a direct
result of their comments and begin to take a more
active role in their learning.
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